As of today, Gloucester County is reporting on the website 909 total tests county wide with 120
positive cases, 752 negative cases, and two deaths. Pitman now has two confirmed cases. It is
believed that where social distancing is being practiced it is working, but with cases growing
nationwide we must continue to strictly adhere to the proper precautions until at least April 30,
2020. In the words of our local OEM Coordinator, Jim Foley, “It is imperative that we continue
to encourage our citizens to minimize contact with others and follow the CDC guidelines as we
move through the next three weeks.”
*New information from the Social Security Administration warning the public of “scammers”
trying to take advantage of the situation and trick people into providing personal
information. The most current COVID-19 related information from the SSA can be found
at https://www.ssa.gov/coronavirus/ .
*Additional information has been provided here regarding the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act for employees that discusses paid leave and other scenarios and benefits available.
*We have received new information from the State Department of Health regarding guidance on
what to do if you come into contact with someone who has a confirmed or suspected case of
COVID-19. That information is posted here.
If you believe you are immune to the virus, you are not. Please continue to stay home and avoid
contact with others whenever possible…if not for yourself, then for those around you or that you
come into contact with who may be susceptible. We continue to be extremely thankful for our
first responders and healthcare workers who leave their families every day to combat this
virus. Let’s help to lighten their load by staying home and staying healthy.
Stay well,

Michael L. Razze, Jr.
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